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1 Leica Captivate v4.10 Release Notes - Introduction
Please do take your time to read these Release Notes. They contain information about
-

New features
Bug fixes

General information

There is a Leica Captivate v4.10 release for the following hardware
• Field Controllers: CS20, CS35
• Total Stations: TS13, TS16, TS60, MS60
• GNSS Sensors: GS18 T
The Leica Captivate TS10 Manual Total Station will continue to use Leica
Captivate v4.0

Customer Care
Product (CCP) dates

The Leica Captivate software version 4.10 can be loaded onto all CS Field
Controllers, GNSS Sensors and TS Total Stations with a CCP license valid until
at least 30.11.2018

Jobs, Coordinate
Systems, Working
Styles, RTK Profiles
and other objects

All Leica Captivate “objects” (such as Jobs, Coordinate Systems, Working Styles,
RTK profiles etc.) created or used within previous Leica Captivate versions can
be used without problems in Leica Captivate v4.10

Compatibility
between Leica
Captivate versions

Compatibility between Leica Captivate versions is guaranteed if the
instruments run the same major version.
This means, for example, when using a version 2.x on a Leica Captivate GS
Sensor or TS Total Station, the CS20 or CS35 Controller must also run a v2.x to
be compatible.
For the new Leica Captivate v4.10, all Leica Captivate GS Sensors and TS Total
Stations must be upgraded to this new version to be compatible with a CS20 or
CS35 Controller running v4.10 and vice versa.
The TS10 Total Station can be used running Leica Captivate v4.0 when using a
CS20 or CS35 Controller running Leica Captivate v4.10.
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Compatibility
between Leica
Captivate and
SmartWorx Viva
versions

The table below shows the compatibility between Leica Captivate and
SmartWorx Viva versions

TS
MS
GS

All versions
prior to
SmartWorx Viva
v6.0 and higher
than v5.60
SmartWorx Viva
v6.x
SmartWorx Viva
v7.x
SmartWorx Viva
v8.x

Leica
Captivate
v1.x
Fully
compatible

CS20, CS35
Leica
Leica
Captivate
Captivate
v2.x
v3.x
Not
Not
compatible compatible

Leica
Captivate
v4.x
Not
compatible

Not
compatible
Not
compatible
Not
compatible

Fully
compatible
Not
compatible
Not
compatible

Not
compatible
Not
compatible
Fully
compatible
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Not
compatible
Fully
compatible
Not
compatible

2 Leica Captivate Software Improvements – new features
Allow Disto
measurements as
input for all edit
fields

With Leica Captivate v4.10 it is now possible to measure distances using the
Disto built into the CS20 Controller in all applications. The distance measured by
the Disto will appear in an input field.

In the screenshot above, both, the Horizontal distance and Offset fields, have
been automatically filled with a distance measured by the internal Disto.
To enable the measuring, a hotkey needs to be configured to trigger the Disto
measurement.

When highlighting a data input field and pressing the hotkey, a Disto
measurement is made and the resulting distance is copied into the highlighted
field.
There are lots of workflows which will benefit from Disto measurements, they
can, for example, be used as inputs for COGO calculations or for measuring
offsets. Measured values from the Disto can also be used in text input fields, for
instance to fill attribute values.
Note that this feature requires a CS20 Controller with built-in Disto.
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Automatically create
offset lines while
measuring a line

When measuring lines, such as the back of curb for roads, it can save a lot of
time and effort when parallel lines (such as the edge of road or the gutter line)
are automatically drawn parallel to the measured line while out in the field.
With Leica Captivate v4.10, there is now a new Multiple offset lines tool
available in the Coding page of the Measure app, which allows defining a list of
horizontal and vertical offsets and assigned codes.

Once filled, this list will be used to automatically calculate, store and draw lines
parallel to the one that is currently being measured at the defined offsets, using
the defined codes for the points of the parallel lines.
The parallel lines will copy the geometry from the measured line. The tool will
work for straight lines and 3-point arcs. Note that splines and best fit arc
geometries are not supported to be drawn as offset lines.
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This new feature saves time when working with the measured lines in a CAD
software and it allows checking for completeness in the field.

Allow up to 48 code
boxes to be defined
and used

This new feature extends the coding with linework functionality. For certain use
cases, such as when using code templates, the 8 codes boxes that could until
now be populated, might not be sufficient.
With Leica Captivate v4.1 it is now possible, to populate up to 48 code boxes.
This way, defining code templates with a large number of codes is easily
possible. For standard coding, the list of last used codes is extended.

The behavior of the arrow keys in the Measure app – Coding page is as follows
when using the page in full screen mode (as shown above):
The up and down arrow keys will scroll through the entry fields (when visible)
and the list of code boxes. There is no scroll bar, the focus will move to the next
column of codes when continuously pressing the arrow keys.
The left arrow key will move the focus from a code box to the prompt area for
quick and easy change of the displayed values, such as the target height,
whenever needed during a Survey.
The right arrow key puts the field into edit mode.
The fn+up and fn+down arrow keys change the string number, when a code
box creating linework is highlighted.
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Calculate squares
directly in the 3D
viewer from 2
selected points

With Leica Captivate v4.10 it is possible to select 2 points within the 3D viewer,
tap and hold to open the context menu and then select to calculate a square from
these two points.

The two selected points can define a side of the square (use 2 Pts square
(base)) or the diagonal (use 2 Pts square (diag)).
Once the option is selected, a new panel shows the selected points. Switching to
the 3D viewer page tab, a preview of the square is shown. The screenshot below
shows an example of a square calculated from a diagonal.

When defining the side of a square, per default, the square and new corner
points will be calculated to the right of this line. There is an option to change this
and calculate the square and new corner points to the left of this line.
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After pressing F1 (Calculate), a Rectangle Results panel is shown, allowing to
switch between the results for both calculated points by pressing F3 (Result 2)
and F3 (Result 1). For each point, a Point ID is suggested but can be edited.

The Height for each point can be edited. A height value is already provided.
•

•

When using the selected points to define the diagonal, the calculated
height is calculated as a linear grade between the heights of the two
selected points.
When using the selected points as the base of the square, the height
value is taken over from the neighboring existing point.

The Code page tab allows assigning a Code and attributes. The 3D viewer page
tab shows a preview of the calculated square.
Once F1 (Store) is pressed, a line is created and line attributes, such as Line ID,
Style and Colour can be edited. F1 (Store) will store the line and return to the
App, the square calculation was started from.
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Add a point to the
start or end of a line
in the 3D viewer

It was always possible in Leica Captivate, to select a group of points in the 3D
viewer and select the option to create a new line with the selected points from
the context menu.
With Leica Captivate v4.10 it is now possible to select an existing line and a point
in the 3D viewer and select the option to add this point to the start or end of the
selected line, from the context menu.

This provides a quick and easy way to extend lines with existing points without
having to access the data management.
Calculate a circle
and its center point
from 3 points
selected in the 3D
viewer

To easily calculate a center point for a circular object, Leica Captivate v4.10
allows calculating a 2D circle and its center point from three points selected in
the 3D viewer.
It is now possible to select three points in the 3D viewer, open the context menu
and select the option to calculate a 2D circle & center pt.

The new line and point can be assigned a code. The height of the center point
can be edited and the job they are stored to can be defined.
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Import coordinate
systems, geoid files
and CSCS files from
Infinity from one file

In previous Leica Captivate versions, transferring coordinate systems from Leica
Infinity to Leica Captivate would always require several files to be transferred.
It was necessary to store coordinate system files, geoid files and possibly also
CSCS files (horizontal correction files) on the SD card separately, in the correct
folder. Afterwards, each file needed to be transferred to the internal memory
separately via the "transfer user objects" tool.
From v3.10 onwards, Leica Infinity allows exporting coordinate system, geoid
and CSCS files in one TRFSET.zip. With Leica Captivate v4.10 it is possible to
read and transfer this zipped file in the "Transfer user objects" tool.

This means the file is unpacked and the included coordinate system, and their
related geoid and CSCS files are copied to the correct place in the instruments
internal memory.
This new feature makes it much quicker and easier to transfer coordinate
systems which include geoids and CSCS models between the office and the
field.
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Code names created
during CAD or IFC
import extended to
48 characters

When importing points or lines from CAD or IFC objects, the name of the layer or
object, which that point, or line is part of, is imported as the code for the point or
line.
In previous Leica Captivate versions, the code name created from these imports
was limited to 16 characters.
With Leica Captivate v4.10 this imported code name is extended to 48
characters to allow full use of layer and object name as information in Leica
Captivate.

This may be very useful in complex designs such as shown above.

Add time filter to the
cutsheet export

With Leica Captivate v3.0 a cutsheet (ASCII) export directly from within the
Stakeout apps was introduced. This export method allows defining the content to
export directly from Leica Captivate so not format files are needed.
For this export, the data to export could be filtered by data from the Current day
or for a Range of point IDs. With Leica Captivate v4.1, the filter is now extended
with a Time filter that allows exporting measured data for a defined time frame.

So, when working for serval days and an export each day is not possible, it will
still be possible to export, for instance, daily work results, at a later time.
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Do not store
distance and offset
values from Stake to
line app in
annotations

By default, the Stake to line app stores the stakeout values (distance and offset)
in the 1st annotation field. When exporting the data to xml, this value is exported
as well.
For some office CAD packages, these annotation values would then be imported
and displayed, even though the user might not need them.
With Leica Captivate v4.1 we have added a setting for the Stake to line app that
allows turning off the storing of the stakeout values in the annotation field.

This way users of software packages that import stakeout data from Leica
Captivate, can choose if the values should be stored in the annotations and
therefore be exported or not.
Filter points directly
in the 3D viewer

It was always possible, within the Leica Captivate Data management, to filter
points by certain criteria, such as point ID, point class or code.
Sometimes though it is more efficient to be able to apply this filter directly in the
3D viewer.
With Leica Captivate v4.1, in all app panels showing the 3D viewer, there is now
a new Filter button on the Fn level that allows accessing the point filter.
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This can be very helpful when a large number of points make it difficult to keep
an overview in the 3D viewer. It is then possible to apply a filter (e.g. by to show
certain codes only, as in the example above) and continue working with a
reduced number of points showing in the 3D viewer.
Filter jobs in the job
carousel by memory
device

When storing a large number of jobs on a device, it can sometimes be helpful to
filter them to easier find the relevant data.
With Leica Captivate v4.1 there are now 2 additional buttons on the Fn level in
the Job Management that allow filtering the jobs in the job carousel by memory
device.

This way the jobs can easily be filtered, to get a quick overview of the jobs on
one memory device only.

Turn to point in 2D
and 3D hotkeys

The Stakeout apps, when staking points, the Tools menu contains the options to
Turn TS to point in 2D and Turn TS to point in 3D.
To make this workflow faster when constantly used, Leica Captivate v4.1 allows
configuring these functions on a hotkey.
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This way, once the point to stake is selected, it takes only one button press to
turn the instrument to this point.
Turn to point in the
Road/Rail app

A tool to turn to the point to stake had also always been available in the Stake
road and Stake rail apps. This tool is now also available as a hotkey.

For the Stake road and Stake rail app to use this tool and the hotkey, be sure to
activate the Automatically aim instrument to point being staked check box.
Once the check box is activated, a list box below allows selecting the mode in
which to turn to the instrument

With this new feature, once the stakeout values for the next point are active, it
takes only one button press to turn the instrument to this point.
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Trigger a 2 Face
measurement from a
function key

In previous Leica Captivate versions, a 2-face measurement could be triggered
by selecting the 2 Face tool from within the apps Tools menu.
To make this function more easily available, it is now available as a function key
within the app. Press Fn+F4(2 Face) to trigger the measurement.

This way, 2 face measurements can quickly and easily be triggered without
having to access the Tools menu.
Start staking a point
in the Road app from
a hotkey

Stake individual point is a tool in the Road app, which allows selecting a point
to be staked, based on its chainage, height and offset, from within the
application. This tool has been added as an item in the 3D viewer context menu
for easier access in an earlier Leica Captivate release.
With Leica Captivate v4.10 this tool was now also added as a hotkey to make a
quick and easy access possible without touch screen use.

The hotkey User – Stake individual point in Stake road can be used within the
Road app, once a point is selected.
Load new firmware
from USB flash drive
(USB stick)

With Leica Captivate v4.10 it is now possible, to load a new firmware for TS Total
Stations and CS Controllers from a USB flash drive (USB stick). The firmware file
needs to be copied to the System folder on the USB stick.
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Once the firmware file is available in the System folder, it will be shown in the
File to load list in the Update Software panel. Select the File to load and the
displayed Device and Version will be updated automatically.
This new feature makes the firmware update more flexible as different storage
devices can be used.
Note that an update from the USB stick does not work on the TS13 without
display.
Install all new Apps

After using Leica Captivate for a while, users might like to purchase and use
additional apps that are not included as standard apps in the firmware file for
Leica Captivate.
In this case, the license keys and the installation files can be downloaded from
myWorld once purchased.
When more than one app was ordered, the apps had to be installed separately,
app by app. With Leica Captivate v4.1 there is now a check box that allows
installing all apps stored in the System folder at once.

Once the check box is activated, the apps to be installed are listed below.
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This allows to quickly and easily install several apps on the instrument.
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3 Leica Captivate Software Improvements – GS specific features
Support of
SmartLink PPP
service
improvements

Captivate v4.10 running on a CS20 Controller or CS35 Tablet, contains
improvements for the SmartLink PPP service when used with a
•
•

GS10, GS15, GS16 and GS25 Sensor with an OEM7 GNSS board
integrated and SmartWorx Viva v8.00 installed
GS18 T with Leica Captivate v4.10 installed

With this new version, Galileo corrections are supported in addition to GPS,
GLONASS and BeiDou corrections and the precise point positioning (PPP)
performance has been improved in terms of availability, reliability and converging
time.

Note: The SmartLink (and SmartLink fill) activation information and the signal
frequency settings will be deleted in case of a downgrade to an older GS
firmware version. Please contact 2nd level support surveying for instructions on
how to reactivate SmartLink (and SmartLink fill).

Open the GS satellite
status page from a
hotkey

The GS Satellite tracking status page could always be accessed via the
Satellite tracking bubble opened from the Home panel status bar icon.
To make this panel easily available without using the touch screen, it is available
as a hotkey in Leica Captivate v4.10.

The hotkey GS – Satellite tracking can be configured when the CS Controller is
in GS mode or in GS & TS mode.
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Sort Ntrip
mountpoints by
distance from GS
rover

When using Ntrip, information about the distance between the GS rover and the
mountpoint data source was only visible when opening the information page for
each mountpoint from the NTRIP Source Table page.
For Leica Captivate v4.1 we have added a new feature that allows sorting
mountpoints by distance. We are also showing the distance directly in the NTRIP
Source Table page.

This is useful when the Ntrip provider streams the correction data directly from
the reference station through the mountpoints without calculating network
corrections. In this case, the best suitable correction data is the one coming from
the closest reference station.
The mountpoints can be sorted by distance from the rover by pressing the
F5(Sort) button and editing the sort settings. This way, it is very quick and easy
to find the mountpoint providing correction data from the closest reference
station.
For Network RTK data, such as provided by Leica GNSS Spider, the distance
information is not needed, since the Network RTK formats always provide the
best suitable RTK corrections for each position within the network.
In this case however, the new option to sort the mountpoints alphabetically might
help to quickly find the needed mountpoint if the Ntrip caster provides a large
variety of different mountpoints.
GS18 T - Message is
shown when trying
to measure a point
while tilt
compensation is not
initialized

There is now a new message that can be shown when using tilt compensation on
the GS18 T to warn the user when trying to measure a point while the tilt
compensation is not initialized.
This message is not shown per default but must be activated. For all manually
measured point it can be activated in Settings – Point storage – GS quality
control. Activate the Check tilt compensation status check box.
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When this setting is activated, a message is shown when trying to measure a
point while tilt compensation is not initialized. This message allows choosing if a
point should be measured despite tilt compensation not being initialized or not.

For automatically measuring points, this can be activated in the Measure app.
Open the Settings from the Fn + F1 (Settings) button and switch to the
Automatically measure pts page tab. Once Automatically measure points is
activated, the Do not store point if tilt compensation is not initialized check
box is visible and can be activated.

When this check box is activated, no message is shown but points will not be
measured when tilt compensation is not initialized.
Note that the described settings are only visible when the CS Controller is
configured to be connected to a GS18 T GNSS sensor.
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4 Leica Captivate Software Improvements – TS specific features
Make the laser icon
more prominent

Within Leica Captivate v4.10, the laser pointer icon for TS Total Stations has
been made more prominent.

When the red laser is turned on, the icon is now animated to make it more
apparent to the user that the laser is in use.
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5 Leica Captivate Software Improvements – Bug fixes
Wrongly calculated
scan area for long
horizontal distances
between two
polygon points

In previous Leica Captivate versions, using long horizontal distances between
two points to define a polygonal scan area, would cause the calculated scan area
to not match the intended scan area.
Therefore, some of the intended scan area would be cut off and the point cloud
would be incomplete.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the scan area is now calculated
and scanned correctly.

Improved
performance of the
3D viewer cross
section view

In previous Leica Captivate versions, the performance of the 3D Viewers Cross
section view may have decreased when displaying large amounts of data from
multiple sources, such as CAD files and DTM jobs.
This has been significantly improved in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the displaying
of data in the Cross-section view is updated without performance issues.

Display issue when
using Coding &
Linework from
another app

This issue would happen when using the Coding & Linework feature in full
screen mode and then afterwards opening the Measure app, Coding page from
another app.
For instance, when using the Measure app, Coding page in full screen mode
and then closing the app to open the Stake points app. If the Measure app is
now called from within the Stake points app via the F5 (Measure) button, and the
Coding page is opened in full screen mode, some of the text fields would be
displayed double and would therefore overlap.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.

Ntrip caster
information
sometimes not
stored with
measured point

In some rare cases, usually after a disconnect and re-connect to the GS
occurred, Ntrip caster information such as IP address, port and mountpoint would
not be stored within the RTK information of a measured point.

Imported jobs
hidden from job
carousel

With Leica Captivate v3.0 a new Job Management was introduced which
allowed jobs to be configured for displaying in the Home panel or not.
Jobs created in SmartWorx Viva or Leica Infinity that were imported into Leica
Captivate would per default always be set to not display in the Home panel of
Leica Captivate.

This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the information is now stored
reliably.

This issue cannot be fixed within Leica Captivate v4.10 but instead has to be
fixed in the Software creating the jobs. For all jobs created in SmartWorx Viva
from v8.0 onwards, this issue is fixed, and the transferred jobs are now displayed
in the Home panel per default.
Attributes
sometimes not
stored when using
attribute prompts
and offsets

When having Leica Captivate configured to prompt for attributes values before
storing a point and using offsets when measuring a point, it could happen that
the entered attribute values were not stored.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.
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Measure/Distance/St
ore buttons are
shown on the TS
when they should
not while in remote
mode

When using a Total Station in remote mode (controlled by a CS), the F1
(Measure), F2 (Distance) and F3 (Store) buttons are shown on the Total
Station, whenever the Measure app is used on the CS.
With previous Leica Captivate versions it would happen that these buttons were
also shown when the Measure app on the CS was open but not running in the
foreground (e.g. when having started another app from within the Measure app
via a hotkey). In this case the buttons cannot be used and should therefore not
be shown.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the buttons are shown on the
Total Station only while they can actually be used.

Selected Quick Line
not remembered
after results panel
was shown

In a previous Leica Captivate release, the Stake to line app has been changed
to allow staking another point to a Quick line once another point was staked.
After the first point was staked, the app will therefore return to the Define Quick
Line panel to allow defining another temporary line or to re-use the just defined
line.
There was an issue when displaying the Results page after a point was staked
which caused the just used temporary (quick) line not to be remembered.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the defined line is remembered
even after displaying the Results panel.

Measuring a hidden
point after switching
the string in the
Measure app, Coding
page, would attach
the hidden point to
the wrong line

When measuring points with codes and a linework flag, points with the same
code and string number are attached to the same line.
When switching the string number, a new line is created, or an existing line is
continued.
When switching the string number and directly afterwards measuring a hidden
point, this hidden point would be attached to the previous line, not the newly
selected line.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the hidden point is attached to
the correct line.

Performance issues
when using a large
number of small
segments in the road
app

When using long road alignments (>20km) split into a large number of segments
(e.g. over 20000), the performance of the Road app would significantly decrease.

Leica Captivate
would crash when
using DTMs with a
certain topology

When using DTMs with a certain topology, the algorithm in Leica Captivate would
not correctly handle the triangulation and cause a crash.

Height labels not
exported in 2D DXF

In previous Leica Captivate versions, when exporting data to DXF in 2D and
include all labels in the exported data, the height labels would not be exported.

This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and the performance of the Road app
is noticeably improved.

This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.

This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.
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Selected point is not
remembered in the
COGO Intersection
tool

The COGO Intersection tool would not remember a selected point, when the
Azimuth or Distance fields were populated by pressing F2 (Inverse) and
calculating the value from an inverse. After the calculation, the beforehand
selected point would have not been remembered.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.

Setup point not
included in
transformation when
original point IDs are
to be used

When using the Shift, rotate and scale transformation and selecting to use the
original Point IDs for the newly calculated points, the setup point would not be
transformed as only one setup point with one ID can be stored.

Measure Foresight
does not allow reusing Point ID after
the original point
was deleted

This issue would occur when measuring a Foresight point with a certain Point ID
and then deleting that foresight point. In this case when trying to measure the
Foresight again and using the Point ID of the just deleted point, an error
message would be shown, and the Point ID could not be used again.

With Leica Captivate v4.10 this behavior has been changed when it is selected to
delete the original points. In this case the setup point is now also deleted, and
the newly calculated setup point is stored with the original point ID.
When the original points are not deleted, the original setup point will be kept and
is therefore not transformed to the new coordinates.

This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.
Suffix or Prefix
setting ignored when
adjusting points
after closing a
traverse

This issue would happen after measuring and closing a traverse. The points
measured during the traverse will be adjusted and it is possible to select storing
the new data with a prefix or suffix to the original Point ID.
This issue would cause the prefix or suffix setting to be ignored, and the points
would be stored with the original Point ID.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10.

Some COGO results
not exported to
application results in
XML

In recent Leica Captivate versions, new tools COGO tools were introduced that
can be selected from the context menu of the 3D viewer. For these new tools,
the calculated results would not be exported in the COGO application results
section when exporting to XML.
This issue is fixed in Leica Captivate v4.10 and all data is correctly exported.
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6 Obtaining and loading the new software using myWorld (CS20 Field Controller and TS/MS
instruments)
It is strongly recommended to use myWorld to load the new
software to the CS20 Field Controller and TS/MS instruments.
The myWorld online update cannot be used to load the new
software to the CS35 tablet and GS18 T GNSS rover.
Once your Controllers and Instruments have been registered in myWorld, connect the hardware to
your PC, navigate to your products page in myWorld and follow the on-screen instructions. The latest
software versions will be loaded as required.
To connect CS20 Field Controller and TS/MS instruments to the PC you need to first install the USB
drivers. These drivers are available for download in myWorld.

7 Obtaining and loading the new software using manual loading (CS20 Field Controller and
TS/MS instruments)
If you prefer not to use the myWorld online update, it is also possible to “manually” load the new
software – in this case, please carefully read the notes below.

Obtaining the new
software

The new software, language files and apps can be obtained from the following
sources:
- the myWorld web site (it is also possible to manually download the
files from the myWorld web site as well as automatically upgrading
your controllers and sensors with myWorld)
- your local Leica Selling Unit or Dealer

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a CS20
Field Controller

The following file needs to be obtained to upgrade a CS Field Controller CS20LeicaCaptivate_v4_10.fw

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a TS/MS
instrument

The following file needs to be obtained to upgrade a TS/MS instrument TSxxMS60LeicaCaptivate_v4_10.fw

How to load the Leica
Captivate files to a
CS20 Field Controller
or TS/MS instrument

1. Insert your SD card or USB flash drive into your PC or card reader and copy
the necessary file to be uploaded to the instrument to the System directory of
the used memory device. This can be done with Windows Explorer or any
other suitable PC software.
2. Insert the SD card or USB flash drive into the CS20 Field Controller or TS/MS
instrument and turn on. Ensure the battery is fully charged.
3. From the main menu, choose Settings and then choose menu item Tools
and then choose Update software. The Update software screen is now
visible.

This file contains all Leica Captivate and WinEC languages and apps

This file contains all Leica Captivate and WinEC languages and apps
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4. In the File to load list box ensure the correct file name is visible. If the file
name is not visible, then check you have correctly copied the firmware file to
the System directory of the SD card USB flash drive.
5. Press F1(OK) – a message will appear to remind you that the CS20
Controller or TS Total Station will turn off and on during the process. Press
F6(Yes) to begin the loading process.
6. The loading process will take a few minutes and the CS20 Controller or TS
Total Station will turn off and on several times during the process.
How to load the Leica
Captivate files to a
TS13 Total Station
with a 4-button
keyboard

1. Insert your SD card into your PC or card reader and copy the necessary file to
be uploaded to the instrument to the System directory of the Sd card. This
can be done with Windows Explorer or any other suitable PC software.
2. Insert the SD card into the TS13 Total Station
3. Ensure the battery is fully charged
4. Turn on the instrument, the firmware upgrade starts automatically.
5. Check the power LED. If it shows permanent green, the firmware upgrade is
finished

8 Obtaining and loading the new software using manual loading (GS18 T GNSS sensor)
The GS18 T GNSS sensor can only be upgraded manually. Follow the instructions below.
Obtaining the new
software

The new software, language files and apps can be obtained from the following
sources:
- the myWorld web site (it is also possible to manually download the
files from the myWorld web site as well as automatically upgrading
your controllers and sensors with myWorld)
- your local Leica Selling Unit or Dealer

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a CS35
tablet

The following file must be downloaded to upgrade the GS18 T GNSS sensor

How to load the Leia
Captivate files to the
GS18 GNSS sensor

1. Insert the SD card into your PC or card reader and copy the firmware file to
be uploaded to the instrument to the System directory of the card. This can
be done with Windows Explorer or any other suitable PC software. (it is NOT
possible to use a USB stick to upgrade your GS18 T GNSS sensor)
Or
Download the firmware file to the PC from which you will upgrade the GS18 T
GNSS sensor
2. Insert the SD card into the GS18 T GNSS sensor. Ensure the battery is fully
charged.
3. Connect the GS18 T GNSS sensor to your PC via a USB cable. Open the
web interface by typing 192.168.254.2 into the browser window.
4. Go to User – Load firmware to start the firmware upgrade. You can now
either browse to the firmware file on your PC or check the box that says the
firmware file is on the SD card.
5. Start the firmware upgrade and follow the instructions in the web interface.

GSxxLeicaCaptivate_v4_10.fw
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9 Obtaining and loading the new software using manual loading (CS35 Tablet)
The CS35 Tablet can only be upgraded manually. Follow the instructions below.

Obtaining the new
software

The new software, language files and apps can be obtained from the following
sources:
- the myWorld web site (it is also possible to manually download the
files from the myWorld web site as well as automatically upgrading
your controllers and sensors with myWorld)
- your local Leica Selling Unit or Dealer

Files which need to
be obtained for
upgrading a CS35
tablet

The following file must be downloaded to upgrade the CS35 tablet
LeicaCaptivate_CS35_v4_10.zip
The file contains Leica Captivate languages and apps.

How to load the Leia
Captivate files to the
CS35 tablet

1. On your PC unpack the files from the .zip file to a USB stick
2. Insert the USB stick into the CS35 Tablet
3. Using the File Explorer app within Windows on the CS35 tablet, browse to the
USB stick. Double tap the Setup.exe file
4. Follow the instructions
Note that this procedure will need to be performed twice – once to uninstall the
existing Leica Captivate software and then a second time to install the new
software.

Obtaining sample
data

Leica Geosystems provides sample data that can be used with the simulator or
the instruments to try out new features or apps. The sample data needs to be
installed using a separate installer. Before using it on a CS20 Controller or a TS
Total Station, the data needs to be installed on a simulator first.
During the installation, it is possible to select for which simulators the sample data
can be installed – the sample can be installed for all 4 simulators (SmartWorx
Viva CS simulator, SmartWorx Viva TS simulator, Leica Captivate CS20 simulator
and the Leica Captivate TS/MS simulator).
The sample data installer can be downloaded from myWorld. An installation guide
is provided along with the sample data installer though the installation process is
very easy to follow.
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10 Summary of Leica Captivate Software Files
Listed below is a summary of the files available relating to the new Leica Captivate software. The
version number for all files is v4.10.

File name

Description

File date

CS20LeicaCaptivate_v4_10.fw

CS20 Field Controller
Leica Captivate
software file
TS/MS instrument
Leica Captivate
software file
CS35 tablet Leica
Captivate software file
(without sample jobs)
GS18 T smart antenna
Leica Captivate
software file

TSxxMS60LeicaCaptivate_ v4_10.fw

LeicaCaptivate_CS35_ v4_10.fw

GSxxLeicaCaptivate_v4_10.fw
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06.12.2018

Build
no.
485

Maintenance
date
30.11.2018

06.12.2018

485

30.11.2018

06.12.2018

485

30.11.2018

27.11.2018

783

30.11.2018

